When fighting natural hazards:
Geobrugg systems ensure a maximum
level of protection.

Reliable functionality thanks
to scientifically based field tests
and dimensioning concepts
proven in practice, for optimal
protection against
- rockfall
- slope instability
- debris flow
- shallow landslides
- avalanches
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Geobrugg:
Maximum protection, thanks to
know-how and experience

Full solutions instead of

we configure systems capable of coping with the most

Project and risk-related

individual products

varied threat scenarios.

There are no standard solutions for complex threat
situations. That is why we analyze every hazard situation

Geobrugg produces complete protection systems against
rockfall, unstable rock and loose rock slopes, landslides,

Only field tests really ensure true

prior to developing individual and often totally new

debris flow and avalanches. At the same time we support

protection

protection systems, based on highly specialized know-

the ordering party, planner and building contractor with

The performance of Geobrugg protection systems are

how of more than 60 years of steel wire processing.

our know-how from related spheres of application – also

not determined by calculation alone. We test our sys-

with respect to combined protection measures.

tems according to the world’s most rigorous directives in
1:1 field tests with impact and tearing tests. At the same

planners and construction firms

The basis: high-tensile steel wire

time the performance parameters of all system compo-

with two performance packages

The starting point for Geobrugg solutions is high-tensile

nents are regularly monitored by independent testing

- In all cases as consultant and (if required), with

steel wire. It is characterized by high cutting resistance,

institutions.

analysis, staking out, anchor testing, installation and
acceptance.

high energy absorption capability and long life with low

- In the case of special threats or requirements, by

maintenance. This makes world records possible; for

So what makes our systems more

instance the certification test in which a Geobrugg ring net

economic?

engineering special solutions, adapted constructions

stopped a 20 metric tons concrete cube with an impact

We produce nets and meshes on four continents with

and project-specific trials or tests.

velocity of 103 km/h.

precisely controllable production technology. This reduces
the logistic expenditure and improves our flexibility.
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We support ordering parties,

Innovation as tradition

Thanks to GEOBRUGG SUPERCOATING® and GEO-

Since our first avalanche prevention structure of wire

BRUGG ULTRACOATING®, the latest generation of

ropes created in 1951 we have continued to develop

zinc-aluminum wire coating, our products have six to

innovative mechanical protection systems. Central are

ten times longer life respectively than wires with zinc

nets and meshes of high-tensile steel wire. From these

galvanization only.

Simulation software as a basis
for dimensioning
Our FARO software is verified and calibrated through 1:1
tests. With this we can represent which parts of a structure
are stressed with which forces in an event. The results of
this simulation are incorporated in the dimensioning of the
protection measures – for instance in the shape of special
anchorages or reduced post intervals, when necessary.
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GBE rockfall barriers are tested
according to the world’s most rigorous
and comprehensive criteria

With natural rockfall events the velocity of the impacting
blocks is usually between 10 and 20 m/s, exceptionally
25 m/s. So we test at least with 25 m/s, or 90 km/h.
Vertical fall tests for the most
extreme stresses
As the world’s first flexible barrier manufacturer we have
tested our rockfall barriers by vertical fall – in the proven
test installation at Walenstadt (Switzerland) and under
the supervision of the Federal Research Institute for
Forest, Snow and Landscape (WSL). The test procedure
corresponds to the world’s strictest directives of the Swiss
Federal Office of the Environment (BAFU). Since 2008 we

Solutions for the highest

also test according to the ETAG 27 directives of the Euro-

demands of protection

pean Organization for Technical Approvals (EOTA).

Where the anticipated natural hazards and the type of
object to be protected permit no compromise, GBE barriers

The GBE-8000A high energy

offer protection – proven in tests – against:

rockfall barriers stop 20 metric

- maximum energies up to 8’000 kJ

tons at 103 km/h

- impacts in the boundary zone

A rockfall event of 8’000 kJ can cause massive damage to

- multiple impacts

a concrete gallery. With the 2011 certification test, in the

- tree falls

vertical test installation, the GBE-8000A high energy

- maximum velocities (>30 m/s)

rockfall barrier successfully stopped a test block weigh-

- rock masses / rock avalanches

ing 20 metric tons with an impact velocity of 103 km/h

- local / small snow avalanches

(29 m/s).

- snow slides
- local / small scale earth slides

From our comprehensive performance package we
supply you with barriers for retention capacities of 100 kJ,

Decisive benefits

250 kJ, 500 kJ, 1’000 kJ, 1’500 kJ, 2’000 kJ, 3’000 kJ,

Geobrugg rockfall barriers

5’000 kJ and 8’000 kJ, according to the determined

- are adapted to the terrain

hazard potential.

- can be installed by crane or helicopter in
preassembled units
- are simple to maintain because only the support and
retaining ropes are fitted with side brake rings
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1) Because GBE rockfall barriers for impact energies up to 1000 kJ have reinforced posts, retention
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ropes are not necessary. They are suitable for protective structures adjacent to roads and can be mounted
and anchored on supporting walls or existing concrete
structures.
2) The rockfall barrier remote surveillance system
Impact Sentinel monitors the state of protection systems and activates an alarm in the case of impact. This
can effectively prevent potential accidents and damage
to property, and optimize maintenance intervals.
3) Hybrid (attenuator) rockfall barriers are a com-
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bination of rockfall drapes and flexible rockfall barriers,
without bottom support ropes. They are installed as passive protection measures: The barriers brake the rockfall
and the drape enables it to roll under control into a catch
zone. Several hybrid barriers can be installed in series.
Extensive tests have confirmed the protective effect of
hybrid rockfall barriers.
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For slope instabilities:
TECCO® and SPIDER® offer the most
diverse range of application

Our steel wire mesh and spiral rope net systems are a
combination of nailing and surface protection that
interact with specially developed spike plates and connecting elements.
The TECCO® system stabilizes
slopes susceptible to shallow
instabilities
The TECCO® mesh of high-tensile 3 mm steel wire protects steep soil, loose rock and rock slopes.

Dimensioning
With our RUVOLUM® dimensioning concept, the optimal
forces at the anchor points can be determined as a function of the geotechnical parameters, to provide the static
verification for the overall system. The relevant software
is available on request.
Tests
The supporting behavior of the overall systems has been
verified and confirmed by numerous tests through independent testing institutions.
Installation

Decisive benefits...

The TECCO® and SPIDER® rockfall drape protects

TECCO® is rapidly and simply installed in rolls of 3.5 x

...compared with supporting walls, shotcrete, wire rope

rock slopes up to 100 m high, where the rockfall capture

30 m. The non-overlapping linking of the mesh panels

nets, heavy square mesh nets and reinforced hexagonal

space is small or the kinetic energy is too high. Rockfall

using our connecting clip greatly reduces the installa-

meshes:

events therefore take place in a controlled manner be-

tion time. Anchoring in hollows or niches and stretch-

- system dimensioning is measurable

tween the mesh and the rockface.

ing over edges or rock spurs takes place with TECCO®

- freely selectable anchor points

spike plates and rock nails. Active tensioning prevents

- fast installation over large areas

subsequent break-outs and visible deformations.

- practically invisible when the vegetation establishes
- CO2 footprint is significantly better than with shotcrete
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SPIDER® prevents block break-outs
from rock slopes
The robust SPIDER® spiral net of high-tensile 4 mm
steel wire strand secures loose rocks, rock spurs and
overhangs, also unstable rock formations with a very
irregular surface structure and coarse block weathering.
SPIDER® stabilizes large areas of rock with a nail grid
and boundary ropes. Isolated unstable blocks are
wrapped with the spiral net and anchored all around
with boundary ropes.

Dimensioning
The SPIDER® protection measures are dimensioned with
the determined rock stress analysis parameters and the
SPIDER® ONLINE-TOOL dimensioning software. This
software is accessible online on request.
Installation
SPIDER® is installed in rolls of 3.5 x 20 m. By means of
SPIDER® spike plates the spiral net can be stretched over
edges and rock spurs with rock nails or rock anchors, or
anchored in hollows and niches – depending on the
nature of the rock, together with a fine secondary mesh.
Decisive benefits…
...compared with anchor bars, shotcrete coverings or wire
rope nets with rope bracing:
- free choice of anchor points
- fast mounting of the spiral rope net rolls over
large areas
- suitable for reinforcing existing protection measures
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Debris flow protection:
Our ring net barriers withstand the
highest dynamic and static loads

A debris flow is a fast flowing mixture of water and a high
proportion of solids (silt, rocks, boulders, timber) that
moves down a torrent channel in the form of a wave.
Debris flows have a destruction potential comparable to
rockfalls, avalanches and high water.
Our flexible ring net barriers stand in the unfilled state in
the torrent channel and provide retention space that can
stop larger amounts of debris flow material. A basal
opening permits unobstructed flow of water in normal
conditions.
Depending on the nature of the torrent channel and the

- diverter constructions to correct the course of a stream

project requirements, we supply debris flow barriers in

- protection against excavation or scouring and erosion

heights from 2 to 6 m; for narrow V-shaped channels, the

- protection of channel flanks against erosion

VX barriers with a span width up to 15 m and for wide
U-shaped channels, the UX barriers with a span width up

At the same time ring net barriers are suitable for retai-

to approx. 25 m. VX barriers are anchored directly to the

ning driftwood.

channel flanks. According to span width, UX barriers are
delivered with posts. An abrasion protection element

Successfully tested in the

shields the top support rope against boulders and rubble.

Illgraben (Switzerland) torrent

The dimensioning software DEBFLOW – available online

with its frequent debris flow

on request – permits project-specific dimensioning of

activity

the protection measure according to sound engineering

Extensive laboratory and field tests in collaboration with the

principles.

Federal Research Institute for Forest, Snow and Landscape

Decisive benefits

(WSL) verified that single level ring net barriers from Geo-

Compared with concrete, steel beam and gabion con-

Debris flow barriers cover

brugg retain up to 1000 m3. In May 2006 a test barrier in

structions, ring net barriers are:

numerous areas of application,

the Illgraben torrent stopped a debris flow of approx 1000

- less costly

for instance as

m . By October 2006 it had been over-topped without sus-

- easier and quicker to install

- individual barriers for retaining smaller debris flows

taining damage by another five debris flows totaling sev-

- simpler to empty after an event

- multilevel debris flow barriers for retaining larger
debris flows of several 1000 m3
- debris breakers for braking the debris flow front in
coordination with downstream barriers
- boulder collectors in front of drain constructions
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eral 10000 m . Geophones, laser measuring equipment,

- less environmentally intrusive

debris flow weighing systems, force measuring cells and

- robust

video cameras supplied the data relating to these debris

- dimensioned specifically for this purpose,
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flows, allowing calibration of the DEBFLOW software.

with predictable performance

Barriers against shallow landslides
These are used to protect roads or residential areas.
Comprehensive 1:1 tests in collaboration with the WSL /
ETH in three test installations have verified the function
of these shallow landslide barriers.
TECCO® stabilizes riverbanks
After cleaning, leveling and profiling the riverbank, the
TECCO® steel wire mesh is stretched out with a defined
force using earth or rock nails. This enables the mesh to
prevent high-water erosion.
The TECCO® pillar: Protects against
underwater instabilities
TECCO® steel wire mesh pillars filled with coarse gravel
are sunk close together and form an effective protection
against excavation or washing-out and scouring. The
pillar diameters are dimensioned to be inherently stable
but at the same time sufficiently flexible to adapt to a
changing supporting surface in a small space.
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Flexible avalanche protective
structures, based upon research
and experience

Avalanche protective structures of spiral rope nets are a

Decisive benefits

development of Geobrugg. They are based on the inter-

Our avalanche protective structures are

nationally recognized Guidelines for avalanche protective

- hardly visible

structures in fault zones published by the Federal Office of

- also suitable in creep slopes

the Environment (BAFU) and the Federal Institute for

- quickly installed

Snow and Avalanche Research (SLF).

- resistant to rockfalls

The posts are mounted on anchorless pressure plates,
significantly reducing anchor and thus installation costs.
Pre-assembled units of up to 3 posts and 3 main nets can
be installed with each helicopter rotation. Our performance package comprises different snow nets for snow
thicknesses from Dk 2.0 to Dk 4.5.
In contrast to traditional avalanche protective structures, snow nets have a filigree wire-grid structure and
are hardly visible, even in summer. For this reason they
are specially suitable as avalanche protective measures
in tourism and vacation areas.
Against snow slides and minor
avalanches
Thanks to the favorable elastic-plastic deformation properties, our rockfall and debris flow barriers of ring nets
also protects buildings, ski slopes and access roads
against minor avalanches. A research project by SLF,
alpS, the Fieberbrunn mountain railway and Geobrugg
verified this in the winters 2003 to 2005. We are using
the obtained research results for specific projects for
dimensioning protective structures against snow pressure
through snow slips and minor avalanches.
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Protective structures for the mining
industry: proven measures are safe
and cost-effective

In open-pit mines, flexible rockfall barriers, TECCO®
meshes and SPIDER® spiral nets not only provide effective
protection for workers against rockfall but also protect
access roads, production installations and buildings.
Rockfall barriers
By the carefully planned use of ring net barriers the
berm width can be reduced, berm height can be doubled
or berms can even be eliminated. Why? Because the barriers take over the protective function from the berms.
Thanks to large post intervals our rockfall barriers can be
rapidly installed without special tools. Following a rockfall the barriers can be simply cleared out.
TECCO® mesh and SPIDER®
spiral net
For protection against large blocks, weathered or loose
rock sections and rock overhangs.
In underground mining TECCO®
mesh of high-tensile steel wire
protects against rock outbursts,
rock bursts or heavy or bad
rock masses
Tests by the Western Australian School of Mines (WASM)
have proven that TECCO® mesh can carry higher static
and dynamic loads than traditional reinforcement nets.
Compatible with all multi-arm drilling jumbos, the mesh
is unrolled by the MESHA® installation handler in the
tunnel crown in panel widths of up to 3.5 m and is
anchored in the same operation.
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Geobrugg: A dependable partner
with a worldwide presence

Production facilities
Branch offices
Sales offices

It is the task of our engineers (and partners) to analyze

Product liability

the problem together with you in detail and then,

Rockfall, slides, mudflows, shallow landslides and

together with local consultants, to present solutions.

avalanches are natural events and therefore cannot be

Painstaking planning is not the only thing you can

calculated. This is why it is impossible to determine or

expect from us, however; since we have our own

guarantee absolute safety for persons and property with

production plants on four continents, we can offer not

scientific methods. This means that to provide the

only short delivery paths and times, but also optimal

protection we strive for, it is imperative to maintain and

local customer service. With a view towards a trouble-

service protective systems regularly and appropriately.

free execution, we deliver preassembled and clearly

Moreover, the degree of protection can be diminished by

identified system components right to the construction

events that exceed the absorption capacity of the system as

site. There we provide support, if desired, including

calculated to good engineering practice, failure to use

technical support – from installation right on up until

original parts or corrosion (i.e., from environmental

acceptance of the structure.

pollution or other out-side influences).
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